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Abstract
The type and character of tax (level of tax rate, narrow or far-reaching scope of tax, being indirect or direct),
difference of the market in which activities are being carried out (perfect competition market, monopolist
competition, oligopoly, monopoly, etc.), cost conditions (fixed cost conditions, increasing cost conditions,
decreasing cost conditions), supply and demand elasticity, conjuncture periods (crisis, welfare, war and interim
periods) all affect the extent of incidence. In particular, degrees of elasticity greatly affect the incidence possibility
in all market types. Similarly, depending on the elasticity when the demand elasticity is rigid and supply elasticity
is high, the incidence becomes easy, but in the opposite situation however, tax incidence through price mechanism
becomes harder.
Keywords: tax incidence, perfect competition market, oligopoly, monopoly, supply and demand elasticity
JEL: H22, D41, D42, D43, D19
1. Introduction
Tax incidence is an event that clarifies which of the legal taxpayer (according to law the person who is charged
with paying the tax) or actual taxpayer must finally bear the monetary burden of taxation. In other words, the
tax-paying person’s (legal taxpayer) transferring of the tax in question to others (to actual taxpayers, tax carriers)
through some mechanisms (price mechanism, etc.) is called incidence.
As a result of the reactions of taxpayers against the taxes, at the transfer degree, the burden of tax is on different
people (Fisher, 1996: 302; Due & Friedlaender, 1981: 225). .
Tax incidence emerges as a study about who bears the economic burden of the tax (Fullerton & Metcalf, 2002:
1789).
An incidence case comprises four consecutive stages. These are as follows:
- Tax is paid by the legal taxpayer to the relevant tax office (payment),
- The paid tax has negative pressure on the legal taxpayer (emphasis – psychological pressure)
- The uncomfortable taxpayer has the ability to transfer of the burden of the tax he paid to someone else generally
through the price mechanism and depending on supply and demand factors (transfer – switching)
- The bearing of the tax by the last person to whom the shifting was made (settling of tax).
While the statutory taxpayer can bear the whole of the tax, he can shift all of it forward or backward, he can find the
possibility to simultaneously and partially shift forward or partially shift backward and he can bear some of the tax
burden (Edizdogan, 2007: 200).
When the incidence types are taken into account;
- Depending on the economic situation, the characteristics of the product and the supply-demand elasticity,
incidence can be in a forward or backward direction. If tax is passed onto the consumers through the increasing of
the prices, then it is the case of forward incidence. In such a case there might be no change in the production prices.
On the other hand, if tax is transferred to production factors with no change in consumer prices or if there is a
decrease in producer prices, it is the case of backward incidence (Fullerton & Metcalf, 2002: 1791).
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- In other words, if the statutory taxpayer transfers the tax he paid by increasing the price of the product sold in the
market to his customers by totally or partially benefiting from the price mechanism, then this is called forward
shifting; in the cases where demand elasticity does not allow the sales price to increase, he can attempt to transfer
the tax burden to the ones before him by decreasing the prices of goods (raw materials) he bought or labor costs,
and this is called backward shifting.
- Once the statutory taxpayer has transferred the tax he paid to someone else, if this transfer resides with that
person, this is called first degree incidence, if that person is also able to shift the tax shifted to himself to some other
people, then it is called multiple degree incidence,
- If the shifting of the tax is realized in accordance with the purposes of the law maker, for example when tax
laws are prepared, if the legislative organ allows for provisions stipulating that tax to be paid should be borne by
the statutory taxpayer or it can be transferred to someone else (Heper, 1987: 148; Heper, 2000: 178), this is
called statutory incidence. Benefiting from the price mechanism, a taxpayer’s transferring of his tax burden to
some other people is called actual incidence. Value Added Tax and Banking and Insurance Transaction Tax are
examples of taxes where statutory incidence is realized in our country.
- While limited incidence states that incidence will be in a certain direction and rolled out over certain people or
economic factors, limitless incidence means that the tax burden will be spread across the society and eventually
the tax burden will be insensible.
- When the structure and effects of the incidence are taken into account, the incidence type that only deals with
who pays the tax is called formal incidence, while the incidence where the taxpayer’s reaction against the tax, its
results and its effects are explored is called effective incidence (Akdogan, 2005: 250; Orhaner, 1992: 160 ).
- Absolute incidence is the effect of an increase in a certain tax on income distribution while differential
incidence, when the public spending is assumed to be constant and a tax is replaced with another tax, shows the
change in the income distribution (Akdogan, 2005: 250; Orhaner, 1992: 160),
- In the cases where the entrepreneur adds the tax he paid on the intermediate good he had purchased onto price
of the good and calculates the profit on the new price and hence he makes profit because of tax, as well as the
cases where tax is added to the price in the later stages and is put to taxation again, layered incidence (double
incidence – tax pyramidation) emerges.
- Particularly due to the tax imposed on income generating securities and real estate capital factors, a decrease in
the value of a taxed good by an amount corresponding to the profit rate of real estate investments prevalent at
that date in the market constitutes amortization of the tax (in the case of purchase, it is in favor of the new owner
in the form of amortization of the tax amount); an increase in the value of the real estate and the owner indirectly
gaining additional capital value when the tax on real estate is lifted is called capitalization of the tax. While some
authors exclude amortization and capitalization from incidence, they have been mentioned as types of incidence
by some others, as well (Turk, 1992: 216-217; Uluatam, 1991: 239; Erginay, 1990: 118; Orhaner, 1992: 163;
Nadaroglu, 1985: 326-331).
2. Factors Affecting Incidence
The type and character of tax (level of tax rate, narrow or far-reaching scope of tax, being indirect or direct),
difference of the market in which activities are being carried out (perfect competition market, monopolist
competition, oligopoly, monopoly, etc.), cost conditions (fixed cost conditions, increasing cost conditions,
decreasing cost conditions), supply and demand elasticity, conjuncture periods (crisis, welfare, war and interim
periods) all affect the extent of incidence.
Therefore, the factors determining the incidence are comprised of such micro economic factors as the elasticity
of supply and demand, the structure of the market, the type and character of the tax, as well as macro economic
factors like the conjuncture situation that the economy is in (Sengok, 1993: 42).
Institutional, informational, and behavioral factors may influence tax incidence. Furthermore, there is no
accounting in the theoretical literature for the potential influence of the type of market institution on tax
incidence. Markets need institutions to function, and these institutions specify how buyers and sellers interact to
determine prices and quantities. Different market institutions are known to have different price formation and
quantity determination properties; there is no reason to believe a priori that these different properties will not
affect the incidence and excess burden of a tax (Cox, Rider & Sen, 2012: 2).
The final incidence of a tax often cannot be directly observed nor even estimated with absolute objectivity. The
subjective selection of economic and behavioral assumptions exerts a heavy influence on the calculated incidence,
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and myriad assumptions are possible (Combs, 2007: 43).
Due to changes in the equilibrium prices and behaviors of the shifters, economic incidence happens to become
different from statutory incidence (Fullerton and Metcalf, 2002: 1789).
As a result of the incidence of taxes and depending on elasticity in investment and consumption spending of
people and groups, two effects take place. The first one of them is the income effect and it can be defined as a
decrease in disposable income due to tax. The second one is called the substitution effect. The substitution effect
is that as a result of a relative increase in the price of tax imposed goods, consumption is cut or goods with less
tax burden are demanded (Durmus, 2003: 234).
To understand the distributional effects of a tax, it is necessary to know who ultimately bears the burden of the
tax. The theory of tax incidence concerns itself with answering this very question, and there may be no more
important one in public finance. According to the standard theory, the incidence of a tax in long-run competitive
equilibrium has nothing to do with the statutory assignment of the liability to pay tax. Rather, it depends on the
relative elasticities of supply and demand; the more inelastic of the two ultimately bears the greater burden of the
tax (Cox, Rider & Sen, 2012: 1).
When the elasticity is taken into consideration, incidence will be easy if the demand elasticity is rigid and supply
elasticity is high and elasticity will be hard in the opposite situation. Further elaboration follows:
- Incidence is inversely proportional with demand elasticity and directly proportional with supply elasticity.
When the demand elasticity decreases, forward tax incidence gets easier and when the demand elasticity
increases, backward incidence becomes easier. On the other hand, when the supply elasticity increases,
forward incidence gets easier and when the supply elasticity decreases, backward incidence becomes easier.
(Edizdogan & Celikkkaya, 2010: 185; Erginay, 1990: 121; Dalton, 1961: 38),
- If the demand elasticity is equal to zero, the increase taking place in the indirect taxes will be totally
reflected in the market price and because there is not much that the consumers can do against price changes,
they will feel forced to buy the good (Odabasi, 2007: 42).
- If the price elasticity of the demand is high, the change in the price will be zero and the increase in the
indirect tax will not be reflected in the price in any way. In fact, if the market demand is sensitive against the
price changes, sellers will have difficulty in forward shifting the indirect tax and the tax burden will remain
totally on their shoulders (Odabasi, 2007: 43).
- If the supply price elasticity is zero, an increase in the indirect tax will not be reflected in the market price in
any way and the change in the price will be zero. In cases where the market supply is rigid, whatever the
demand elasticity may be, it is the sellers who have to pay the total of the indirect tax. If the supply price
elasticity is +∞, an increase in the indirect tax will be completely reflected in the market price and the change in
the tax and change in the price will be the same. This situation means complete forward shifting of the tax
(Odabasi, 2007: 44).
3. Incidence with Respect to Market Types and Elasticity
By taking both the market types and elasticity simultaneously into account, let us see how the incidence occurs
on the consumption taxes collected according to quantity and value.
When both the supply and demand in a perfect competition market are assumed to be less elastic (Figure 1);
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Figure 11. Incidence inn the situation w
where supply aand demand arre less elastic iin a perfect com
mpetition mark
ket
a the
Point (P1) shows the equuilibrium pricee before a speccific tax has beeen introducedd or increased. After the tax at
rate of (t) hhas been impoosed, by increasing the sales pprice by the tax amount meaaning at (t) leveel, the seller triies to
shift the taax burden forw
ward. Therefoore, the supplyy curve shifts upward by (t)) amount. Thee equilibrium point
p
between thhe new supply curve (A2) andd demand curvve (N) is (P2) aand the sales prrice correspondding to this is (M2).
(
In such a ccase, (P1CDP2) portion of (F
FBDP2) tax revvenue is shiftedd to the buyer, as well. The pportion that rem
mains
with the seeller is (P1CBF
F) (Turhan, 19
997: 378).
In a situattion where the demand is coompletely elasttic, let us see the direction oof the incidencce with the he
elp of
Figure 2:

2 Incidence inn a perfect com
mpetition markket where the ddemand is elasttic
Figure 2.
As seen in Figure 2, the (A1)
(
curve shiffts in an upwarrd direction byy a tax amount which is at (t) level and turnss into
(A2) curvee. Although thee new equilibriium price doess not change (P
P1=P2), the am
mount of demannded goods red
duces
from (M1)) to (M2). Hence, the seller hhimself has beeen bearing all oof the tax he shhould pay to thhe tax office (t.M2),
in other woords incidencee does not occuur (Turhan, 19
977: 378).
In a situatiion where the demand
d
is com
mpletely rigid (F
Figure 3), just the opposite siituation to the above explana
ations
emerges.
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Figure 3. Inccidence in a peerfect competittion market whhere demand iss completely innelastic
t increase is completely shhifted to the buuyer. The equillibrium price inncreases by tax
x rate
As seen inn Figure 3, the tax
(t) per pieece from (P1)) to (P2). Theese types of situations cann be encountered in the taxxation of esse
ential
consumptiion goods (forr example: bread, salt, etc.) w
where demandd elasticity is ccompletely riggid (Turhan, 1977:
379).

Figure 4. Inncidence in the taxes collecteed according too value
With the hhelp of Figure 4 above it is poossible to show
w that in a marrket where perrfect competitiion is prevalent, the
incidence of a tax colleccted accordingg to value (ad valorem taxattion) would noot cause very different prob
blems
from a tax collected accoording to quanntity (specific ttaxation).
From the ppoint of view of their effectss on firms andd the market, aad valorem salees taxes lead tto similar results as
specific inndirect taxes, both
b
in the shoort and the longg term. The chharacteristic thhat distinguishees ad valorem sales
taxes from
m specific saless taxes is that ttax is stated ass a fraction of taxable value. This situationn not only shiftts the
market suppply curve butt it also leads tto a change in the slope of thhe market supply curve. In a clearer statem
ment,
an increase in ad valorem sales taxes causes both thhe shifting of the market suppply curve to the north-west and
decreases the slope of market
m
supplyy function or iincreases the sslope of markket inverse suppply function. This
means that as a result off an increase iin ad valorem sales taxes, suupply price elaasticity gets m
more rigid (Bullmus,
1994: 303)).
The most ssalient charactteristic that disstinguishes Figgure 4 from Figgure 1 is that tthe after tax suupply curve is more
perpendicuular compared to the initial ssupply curve. T
The reason forr this is that thee application oof the tax rate is
i not
only on qquantity but allso on the prooceeds (price). Because thee tax rate amoount per piecee (t.p) increases in
50
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absolute teerms as the prrice of the goood increases, tthe supply currve after tax m
must be in a m
more perpendicular
shape com
mpared to the supply
s
curve bbefore the tax. Therefore, thhe distance bettween the two supply curvess (A1
and A2) iss determined byy the value thaat comes up ass a result of thee multiplication of the tax raate by the price
e (t.p)
(Turhan, 1997: 380).
In the longg term income has been channging, and in prrinciple, it is reealized in the fform of incomee increases. In such
a case, income elasticity of a good, for example of a lluxurious goodd, becomes higgh which meanns that if the good in
question is demanded more
m
as the inncome increasees, then the ddemand curve shifts outwardd and it makes the
possibilityy of forward inncidence relativvely easier. Coontrarily, with “ordinary” gooods (because oof negative inc
come
elasticity) the course of actions
a
is in thhe reverse direcction (Turhan, 1997: 380).
It is imperrative not to thiink that the connclusions reacched for the casse of perfect coompetition aree important onlly for
I particular, tthe fact that elaasticity degrees affect incidennce possibilityy to a great exte
ent is
this form oof the market. In
also valid for other markket forms. Forr instance, the rule of “the m
more the demannd gets elastic,, i.e., the flatte
er the
demand cuurve is, the harrder it will be tto shift the tax through the prrice mechanism
m” is also validd for a market form
where a m
monopoly existss.
This is beccause in a monnopoly markett and in fixed costs conditioons the price inncrease will bee less than the total
amount off tax, part of thhe tax will bee endured by m
monopoly proffit and profit w
will decrease tto the extent of
o the
hardship oof incidence (E
Edizdogan & C
Celikkaya, 2010: 187; A. M
M. Sharp & B.F. Sliger, 197
70: 225).

Figgure 5. Incidennce in a monoppoly market
In a monoppoly, as it is seeen in Figure 55, the equilibriuum productionn level is 0Q annd the equilibriium price is QP. At
this point tthe marginal cost
c is equal too the marginall income and thhe profit of thhe monopoly hhas reached its peak
(PABC).
C and AUC cuurves shift upw
ward left and tthey form MC’ and
After impoosing a special sales tax perr piece, the MC
AUC’ currves. The new
w equilibrium ppoint is 0P1 aand the new pprice is QP’. It is the (PID
DEF) rectangle
e that
determiness the monopoly profit after ttax. Because itt is smaller thaan (PABC) recctangle, the moonopoly profit after
tax remainns at a lower level
l
than the monopoly proofit before tax. This means that tax has partly settled on
n the
monopolisst and it has paartly shifted forrward (Nemli, 1979:147).
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Figuure 6. Incidencee in a monopoly market wheen the demand is less elastic
mand elasticity is low, impossing or increaasing by (t) am
mount of speccific tax causes the
In Figure 6 where dem
s
to the lefft (K’2) and thherefore leads to an increase equal to thee tax amount in
n the
marginal ccost curve to shift
marginal eexpenses per piece.
p
The incrrease in question causes a rrelatively smalller decrease inn the sales am
mount
(from M1 tto M2') and a stronger increase in the pricces (from P1 too P2). As a ressult of this, inccidence occurs on a
relatively llarge scale. Beecause [(P2-P1)).M2], which m
means (P1 DC22P2) portion oof the new tax iin the amount [M2.t
(or FABG
G)] is being shhifted, the rem
maining portionn (FABG - P11DC2P2) is hoowever, bornee by the sellerr (the
monopolisstic firm) (Turhhan, 1997: 3822).
In monopooly markets taxx incidence in the short and long term is ddependent on thhe monopoly ppower of the firms.
f
Particularlly when there is
i a tax that afffects the costs in monopoly m
markets, the taxx can be shifteed by increasin
ng the
monopoly price (Heper, 2000: 181).

F
Figure
7. Incidence in a monoopoly market w
where demandd is elastic
mand is elastic iis in completelyy the reverse ddirection (Figurre 7). The increease taking pla
ace in
The situatiion where dem
the marginnal costs due too tax causes a greater decreaase in the salees amounts andd a lesser increease in prices. As a
natural ressult of this, inccidence occurs in a smaller volume (P1 DC
C2P2) (Turhan,, 1997: 382).
Because peerfect competiition and monoopoly are two eextreme markeet forms, it is hhard to encountter them in reall life.
Therefore,, let us analyzze the incidencce of a specific tax in an oliigopoly markeet which is moore common. As
A is
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known, thee number of fiirms in this forrm of market is small. The oligopolist musst always take the reactions of
o his
competitorrs into accountt in his price ppolicy. This is bbecause a price increase poliicy of a firm w
will not be follo
owed
by the otheers and it causees the threat off that firm losinng its customeers and hence, a great decreasse in its circula
ation.
A policy w
working in the reverse directiion, which meaans a price deccrease howeveer, does not givve the desired result
r
because it is adopted exaactly by compeetitor firms. Thherefore, a preeference for prrice stability em
merges as a general
tendency iin the oligopolyy market type (Turhan, 19977: 384).
The small number of firrms and compaarison probabiility in an oliggopoly market makes it diffiicult to forecasst the
amount annd direction of the tax incidennce (Edizdogann and Celikkayya, 2010: 187). The fact is that a few large firms
f
must estabblish close relattions and paralllelism in prodduction – price matters, hencee prevalent unccertainty in pollicies
are the maain characteristtics of an oligoopoly market. W
When special cconsumption taax per unit is im
mposed, a decrease
occurs in tthis degree of uncertainty beecause each ennterprise know
ws clearly that costs increase due to tax in other
enterprisess, too.
If the dem
mand for the goood produced in the industryy is not elasticc and enterprises have beenn producing va
arious
goods togeether, each firm
m can likely addd all of the taxx to the sales pprice.
If, before tthe tax firms have
h
not increased their proffits to the maxximum level, tthe efforts for tax incidence draw
them closeer to this posiition. Howeverr, in order nott to draw a reaction from thhe public and be subject to state
interventioon, some enterrprises refrain from adjustingg the productioon amount andd the price in a way to maxiimize
profit. Theerefore, dependding on the situuation, tax cann partially or coompletely shifft forward.
In the shorrt term due to such
s
reasons aas the fact that the cost per unnit increases w
when the sales ddecrease or tha
at the
demand coonditions do noot allow for prrice increases, firms can findd it necessary tto meet the taxx from excess profit
p
(Due & Frriedlaender, 19981: 390).
As a resultt of tax applicaation in an oliggopoly market bbecause each ffirm guesses thhat their compeetitors will increase
the prices, as well, pricess will increase by the tax amoount. If before tax prices havve not formed aat the optimal profit
p
level, the eexcuse of tax profits
p
can be reearranged. In thhe situation whhere the demannd is not elasticc, if the firms guess
g
that their ccompetitors will follow them
m, the probabillity of shiftingg the tax to thee consumers iss high. (Edizdo
ogan,
1981: 46).
In the situuation shown inn Figure 8, if a specific tax is collected, thhe marginal coost curve – as in the case earliershifts to thhe left. In such a case, what is important from
m the perspecttive of incidencce likelihood iss whether or no
ot the
marginal ccost curve shift
fting to the leftt (K'2) crosses the marginal rrevenue curve (E') in the dottted (perpendic
cular)
section areea or above it.

Figgure 8. Incidennce in an oligoppoly market
Because inn the first casee, meaning in the case whenn the marginal cost curve (K
K'2) crosses thee marginal rev
venue
curve (E') within the perrpendicular price area and thee production leevel does not cchange, the selller must bear all of
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the tax in the (M1.t1) amount and therefore, incidence does not occur. On the other hand, if the tax amount reaches
(t2) level, the marginal cost curve shifts from (K'1) to (K'3) and crosses the marginal cost curve (Ei) at point (B).
As a result of this, the (P2) price which is higher than (P1) is established. In this way, while the portion of the tax at
(pı DC2P2) height is shifted to the buyer, the difference between (FABG) which is the total of the tax amount and
the shifted (P1 DC2P2) is borne by the seller (the oligopolist firm). If the demand had been more rigid at the top of
point (Cı), in other words the demand curve had been more perpendicular, then the buyer would have borne
relatively more tax while the seller would have borne less tax. Because in general the demand curve concerning the
entire market is more vertical compared to the demand curve of each oligopolist firm, the likelihood of incidence is
greater (Turhan, 1997: 385).
4. Assessment and Conclusion
Incidence differs with respect to taxes. Although indirect taxes can be more easily shifted than direct taxes, the
incidence possibility in itself of the taxes in the character of direct tax can be different.
Incidence analysis attempts to identify who bears the ultimate burden of a given tax. The analysis can be conducted
on two levels: first, measurement of the initial direct “impact” of the tax in terms of the share borne by consumers
and/or different business sectors; and second, measurement of the ultimate “incidence,” frequently represented by
translating the initial impacts in terms of their effects on different household income groups (Combs, 2007: 43).
Taxes collected from merchants, manufacturers, farmers and self-employed earners can be shifted less compared
to expenditure taxes. Here adding the tax on top of prices is less easy; calculations regarding the incorporation of
the tax into the prices are more complex. Despite this, the incidence of tax is possible.
Taxes collected from wages and salaries and revenues as well as the taxes that are not collected from the sale of a
good or service are the taxes that can be shifted the least. This is because here there is no customer or buyer to
whom the tax can be shifted. Doubtlessly, in theory it cannot be claimed that tax cannot be shifted; if a group of
wage-earners have been united within labor unions by going on strike or exerting pressure on employers through
their unions, although rarely, they can incorporate the taxes they paid on their wages into the wage increases they
obtain and shift them to the employer (Turk, 1992: 218).
Because excise taxes are added to the cost of good or service supplied for sale, they can be easily transferred to
buyers. In our country, Banking and Insurance Transactions Tax and Value Added Tax are the taxes that can be
easily shifted to consumers. The tax that has been paid by the statutory taxpayer is partially or completely
transferred to consumer within the price mechanism. The extent of incidence however, changes with respect to the
factors we mentioned earlier affecting the incidence (Orhaner, 1992: 162).
Sales and consumption taxes are stated as inversely increasing rated when they are assumed to be borne by
consumers and they are stated as increasing rated when the factor revenues are assumed to be borne by buyers.
In Inheritance and Succession tax there is virtually no possibility of tax incidence. The tax is borne by heirs and the
ones in whose favor assets are donated.
In property tax incidence possibility is limited. In general, taxes collected on real estate do not shift and they are
borne by the owner. However, if the building or land has been rented out and the economic situation allows for
increasing the rents, then incidence can be observed. This means that the tax collected from real estate capital gain
can be transferred to tenants when the economic situation allows (Shah & Whalley, 1991: 539).
In corporate tax, while the possibility of shifting the tax in the medium and short term is low, in the long term
and depending on the situation of the firm, the possibility of incidence of tax can increase as much as
economic situation allows (Turhan, 1997: 361-394; Akdogan, 2005:257; Nadaroglu, 1985:297; Uluatam,
1991: 202; Kizilyalli, 1969: 97-104; Akkaya, 1993: 147).
From the perspective of incidence of various taxes, the closer the tax is to the supply and demand mechanism,
the easier it can be shifted. Taxes collected over expenditures are the taxes that can be shifted the most, as
these taxes are the taxes which are the most dependent on the supply and demand mechanism. Expenditure
taxes are calculated on cost of the goods sold. It is very easy to add these taxes onto the prices of the goods
sold. Here the question encountered is, in the buy-sell chain who among the buyers – the producer,
wholesaler, semi-wholesaler, retailer or consumer- will eventually pay the tax. Because forward shifting of
the tax is a general tendency, the tax is shifted towards the consumer.
As a conclusion, it can be said that elasticity degrees greatly affect incidence possibility in all market types.
Depending on the elasticity, when the demand elasticity is rigid and the supply elasticity is high, incidence is easy,
in the opposite situation however, incidence of tax through the price mechanism becomes harder.
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